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FRIENDS OF BOGGART HOLE CLOUGH
Protecting our natural heritage
Combined archaeological / ecological preliminary proposals to

sustainably regenerate Bailey’s Wood

Photo 1: taken 19.3.2016, shows floor of Bailey’s Wood clough with dumped rubble & other rubbish.
Although much of Bailey’s Wood is in a poor condition, some parts are in a good condition, see e.g. photo on page 6 below.

Bailey’s Wood is a tributary clough / valley of the Boggart Hole Brook basin / watershed. Bailey’s Wood & Boggart Hole
Clough contain Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW). The government's adviser on the environment describes ASNW
as "irreplaceable" (English Nature, 2002) & "of prime ecological & landscape importance" (Natural England, 2014).

We urge Manchester City Council to create interesting, worthwhile paid jobs,
employing a team of local people as archaeological & ecological apprentices / assistants
/ conservationists to conserve, understand, sustainably regenerate the natural / historical
environment of Bailey's Wood – eradicate invasive non-native plant species e.g. Japanese Knotweed,
excavate possible middens of the former Booth Hall, excavate & permanently display in-situ remains of former Lion
Field Bleach Works, remove accumulated rubbish, re-open the brook running through the woodland, create a green
network linking Bailey’s Wood to Boggart Hole Brook & the Clough, thus enabling these ancient woodlands to thrive.

www.facbook.com/boggart.org.uk
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ABBREVIATIONS
MCC: Manchester City Council, local planning authority & landowner of Boggart Hole Clough & eastern two-thirds of
Bailey’s Wood.
LNR: Local Nature Reserve; in 2008, MCC declared Boggart Hole Clough a LNR.
GMEU: Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, local authorities’ department.
BHCCAT: Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust, founded in 2000.
FoBHC: Friends of Boggart Hole Clough; in 2015, FoBHC replaced the name BHCCAT.
PFM: Peter F. Milner, BHCCAT / FoBHC Acting Secretary, peterfmilner@hotmail.com

INTRODUCTION
This document presents transcript of email PFM recently sent to the MCC officer who, we understand, is responsible for
managing Bailey’s Wood. It was copied to indicated number of FoBHC contacts including MCC Charlestown ward
councillors.

EDITING
Abbreviations above are used in the transcript.
The original sent email listed 11 comments when in fact there were only 10 (jumping from comment 8 to 10). This mistake has been corrected in the
transcription below. The 10 comments are enumerated in green type in the transcript which they were not in the original sent email.
Occasional notes inserted into the email transcript, which were not in the original sent email, are [bracketed] in red type.
Besides above amendments, email presented verbatim.

IMAGES
2 photos - taken by PFM – photo 1 on page 1 & photo 2 on page 6. To avoid overloading email, only photo 1 was attached to original sent email.
2 maps – courtesy Ordnance Survey – maps 1 & 2 on page 3. To avoid overloading email, only map 2 was attached to original sent email.

REFERENCED & RELATED DOCUMENTS
REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

1. A Framework for the Future - Green Networks with multiple uses in & around towns & cities, Research
Report 256, English Nature, 1997.
2. North Manchester Strategic Regeneration Framework, MCC, 2004.
3. Wildabout Manchester Biodiversity Strategy, MCC, 2005.
4. Irk Valley Local Plan - Final Report, MCC, January 2007.
5. Minutes of 5.9.2007 BHCCAT Executive Committee Open Meeting, BHCCAT, 29.11.2007.
6. Ecological Assessment & Management Proposals for Bailey's Wood, GMEU, October 2015.
RELATED DOCUMENTS

7. Twelve suggestions for Site Specific Allocations in the Irk Valley - Submission to MCC Local Development
Framework - Core Strategy Issues & Options Consultation, PFM, 8.2.2008. Suggestions 2, 5 & 6 are relevant.
8. Japanese Knotweed in Boggart Hole Clough environs, FoBHC, 24.9.2015.
Doc 1 can perhaps be found at www.gov.uk/government/organisations/natural-england. If doc not found there, PFM can forward copy of doc upon
request.
Docs 2, 3 & 4 can perhaps be found on MCC’s website – www.manchester.gov.uk. If not found there, PFM can forward copy of docs upon request.
Docs 5, 6, 7 & 8 can be seen on our website – www.boggart.org.uk
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MAPS

Map 1: Ordnance Survey 1848 map – same enlarged section as map below. See comments 4 & 5 etc below.

Map 2: Ordnance Survey 1923 map – same enlarged section as map above. See comment 5 etc below.

EMAIL
Sent: Mon 9 May 2016 08:26
From: PFM. To: Jon Atkin @ MCC. Copied to: 26 FoBHC contacts.
Subject: Bailey’s Wood.
To: Jon Atkin, North Area Manager, Citywide Parks Team, MCC.
Copied to: some Friends of Boggart Hole Clough ...
Jon,
Thanks for your 6.4.2016 email below [not reproduced in this doc] which says "I will chase up the report with
Derek." This refers to Derek Richardson at the GMEU who said in his 15.3.2016 email pasted in below [also
not reproduced in this doc] that the GMEU ecological report for Boggart Hole Clough would be ready by the
end of March. We hope you will soon forward us a copy of this report. We were pleased to receive an earlier
GMEU report from you, which is discussed below.
Re Ecological Assessment & Management Proposals for Bailey's Wood, GMEU, October 2015.
Some quotes in blue type from the above Bailey's Wood report with preliminary comments:
1. "Recommendations .. Japanese knotweed, rhododendron & [Himalayan] balsam should be controlled ..
Remove non-native species first, then native species not typical of NVC W10 [Lowland mixed oak woodland]
community eg beech .. sycamore & horse chest nut .. remove all sycamore & beech (& turkey oak) regeneration
.." (items 4.6, 4.7, 4.12). Agreed.
_
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2. "Recommendations .. Selective felling of mature sycamore .." (item 4.5). Ring-barking mature tree species
not typical of the NVC W10 community perhaps preferable to felling, to minimize disturbance & create
eventual standing dead wood habitats for insects, woodpeckers, bats.
3. ".. remnant hawthorn hedge" (item 2.5.1). "Remnants of agricultural hedges can still be seen around the
historic boundary of the woodland .." (item 3.5). Conserving these remnant hedges should surely be a priority.
4. "The central section of the woodland has been tipped .." (item 1.3). "Recommendations .. Remove fly tipping
.." (item 4.4). Agreed.
"Fly tipping" is mentioned at least 9 times in the report. Walking through the wood we get the impression that
fly tipping, dumping rubble etc been going on for decades, perhaps centuries, thereby raising the floor in some
parts of the clough several feet from the original surface. See attached photo, taken 19.3.2016, showing part of
the valley floor of Bailey's Wood, with dumped rubble, shopping trolley, car tyres etc [see photo 1 on page 1
above].
Dumps / middens of domestic waste are valuable sources of archaeological data, windows into history, their
excavated artefacts providing evidence about everyday life. Bailey's Wood likely contains household refuse
from the former Booth Hall, built 1640, situated at the south east end of the wood [see map 1 on page 3 above].
Such excavations recover remarkable artefacts, see e.g. The South Grove Midden Excavation, Mount Vernon,
Virginia, USA - mountvernon.org/preservation/archaeology/the-south-grove-midden-excavation.
Archaeologists could peel away the layers of rubbish back to the clough's original surface contours thus
restoring the valley's natural topographic shape, allowing flora & fauna to flourish on a substrate of soil rather
than wither on top of rubbish.
5. "The first edition OS map circa 1848 .. [shows] a bleach works.." (item 2.4.3) [see map 1 on page 3 above].
Please see attached enlargement of the 1923 Ordnance Survey map showing same area, with Rochdale Road on
left [see map 2 on page 3 above]. Here the site is shown as "Lion Field Works (Disused)" also with associated
industrial ponds / reservoirs.
At some point since 1923 this Lion Field Works has been demolished & rubble scattered. Presently this area is
derelict, fly tipped & infested with Japanese Knotweed.
In the North Manchester Strategic Regeneration Framework, 2004, MCC said re the Irk Valley that it planned
to “celebrate its industrial heritage”. Nothing has been done to fulfill this plan. An archaeological excavation of
this Lion Fields Works site & subsequent public display in-situ of the uncovered industrial remains (with
historical information signage) would be a start in fulfilling MCC’s plan.
This area of the Irk Valley around lower Blackley / Boggart Hole Brook Basin is particularly associated with
the dyeing industry - including Borelle Dyeworks founded 1785, followed by Delaunay’s then ICI. The
Hexagon Tower, built by ICI in 1973 as their fabric colours research & development centre, still stands, half a
mile from the former Lion Field Works. The earlier map shows this was operational in 1848. Besides the
Hexagon Tower, the former Lion Field Works is possibly the only other survival, albeit demolished but not
built over, of this once thriving industry in this area.
The Lion Field Works' associated former industrial ponds / reservoirs could be dug out to become a new
wetland wildlife habitat.
So this presently derelict area could be transformed into an area celebrating local industrial heritage.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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6. "The Brook .. could be .. reopened .." (item 3.5.8). Agreed. This could be achieved by removing the rubbish /
rubble accumulated on top of the brook - see comment 4 above.
7. "Recommendations .. Additional access is required in to Bailey's Wood to enable .. [it] to become part of the
network of sites in the Irk Valley .." (item 4.2). This refers solely to human pedestrians, not to wildlife, which is
odd for an ecological report. Presently Bailey's Wood, like Boggart Hole Clough, is an isolated wildlife pocket
that needs connecting to other green spaces in order to thrive.
“Green networks are natural, or permanently vegetated, physically connected green spaces .. Multifunctional
green networks are important components in making towns & cities sustainable ..” (A Framework for the
Future - Green Networks with multiple uses in & around towns & cities, Research Report 256, English Nature,
1997, pp.3, 18).
“Wildlife corridors .. allow species to move between otherwise isolated areas .. enable many different species to
move safely from one area to another to feed, mate or hibernate .. Priority Actions .. To enhance existing &
increase the number of wildlife corridors ..” (Wildabout Manchester Biodiversity Strategy, MCC, 2005, pp.11,
33).
“Creating a connected open green space network .. is a feasible concept” (Irk Valley Local Plan - Final Report,
MCC, January 2007, p.27).
We therefore propose green network / wildlife corridor linkages of Bailey's Wood along its brook under
Rochdale Road to its confluence with Boggart Hole Brook & over or under Charlestown Road to Boggart Hole
Clough; further links may also be feasible.
8. "The aims of the commission were to assess the ecological condition of the whole SBI [Site of Biological
Importance] & make management proposals for the area of the SBI under MCC ownership. The assessment
also included the western end of the SBI outside of MCC ownership & the planted / naturally regenerating
woodland on the slopes above & to the north of the SBI .." (page 2). This suggests that MCC should buy the
western end of the woodland / SBI & declare Bailey's Wood a Local Nature Reserve (like its neighbour
Boggart Hole Clough) thus helping to ensure its proper management.
This is particularly important as Bailey's Wood, like Boggart Hole Clough, is mostly Ancient Semi-Natural
Woodland (ASNW). The government's adviser on the environment describes ASNW as "irreplaceable"
(English Nature, 2002) & "of prime ecological & landscape importance" (Natural England, 2014).
An estate agent's "for sale" board, advertising a "substantial plot of land" for sale, stands beside Rochdale Road
at the west end of Bailey's Wood. The sale of this land could jeopardize excavating & displaying in-situ
remains of the former Lion Field Works (comment 5 above) & reopening the bottom part of the brook
(comment 6 above) & creating a green network / wildlife corridor (comment 7 above).
Absurdly, several years ago houses were built over the final quarter mile of the lower reaches of Boggart Hole
Brook as it approaches its confluence with the Irk thus thwarting the creation of a green network / wildlife
corridor alongside the brook - see Minutes 5.9.2007 BHCCAT Executive Committee Open Meeting (BHCCAT,
29.11.2007) on our website.
Therefore, to prevent this being repeated, we suggest MCC should also purchase this plot of land at the west
end of Bailey's Wood to ensure the former Lion Field Works can be excavated & displayed in-situ & the brook
reopened & a green network created.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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9. "There have been at least three previous initiatives since 2000 to kick start management of Bailey's Wood .."
(item 3.1). "Volunteers should remove all .. in all compartments of the wood .." (item 4.6).
Expecting most of this work to be carried out by unpaid volunteer labour perhaps explains why "at least three
previous initiatives since 2000" have failed. This expectation (implying that the work should be virtually costfree) devalues, downgrades the importance of restoring the biodiversity health of Bailey's Wood & unjustly
loads the responsibility onto volunteers.
This is an opportunity for MCC to create interesting, worthwhile paid jobs, employing a team of local people as
archaeological & ecological apprentices / assistants / conservationists to carry out this work - to conserve,
understand, sustainably regenerate the natural / historical environment of Bailey's Wood.
10. "Bailey's Wood .. [is a] key wildlife asset" (item 1.1.1). Agreed. It should be "a high quality recreational &
educational facility" (item 2.4.4). Agreed. "[T]here is significant scope for biodiversity enhancement" (item
3.1.3). Agreed. "Bailey's Wood is not in positive management for wildlife" (item 5). Agreed.
Our comments above have started to develop the GMEU's proposals into a set of combined archaeological /
ecological proposals to put "this key wildlife asset" into truly "positive management for wildlife" & really
create "a high quality recreational & educational facility".
We trust you will forward this email to relevant MCC councillors & officers.
And we look forward to your response to our comments / proposals .. PFM ..

Photo 2: taken 27.8.2015, shows grove of Silver Birches in Bailey’s Wood.
_
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